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║nonspecific (↑F ± ↓D: medical or surgical)
║ The last resort: ↓D, surgical)
║ In S forms the treatment is addressed to etiology, too.
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Valvular Drainage Devices : local, toward Tenon space or
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remote, toward other drainage territories (to be invented).
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Tr Stretch [SLT; NDS; VD; CP].
External Bypass: punctiform (implants for T, implants for T + deep scleral layers, or for the whole scleral thickness); zonal (Te).
Internal bypass: implants for uveo-scleral pathway.
Parietal bypass T-S by-pass: zonal [fistulizant deep sclerectomy]; punctiform [implants for the whole scleral thickness].
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Peripheral iridectomy from the beginning, after a short medical preparation.
The AR is better than GSL, because it works in the center of AC, and solves in the same time the IVPM – cause of relapses after GSL.
Gonioplasty on iris side [laser argon, or surgical (in personal preparation)].
Gonioplasty on parietal side [preTr deep nonperforant keratectomy (in personal preparation) + AR in case of goniosynechiae].
Clear cornea: Gt.
Opaque cornea: Tt.
Active neovessels: drying them with antiVEGF procedures: I-vitreal injections; peripheral retina ablation (laser, cryo).
Sequels: after drying them: one may try GSL or AR. If not: by pass surgery (Tr or parietal), with or without implants.
Surgery of absolute G from the beginning, guided by pathogeny and etiology: the nv+relapsing bleeding disappear with high IOP.
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Creation of a drainage pathway between the posterior accumulation and the PC-AC + AR for goniosynechiae (if appeared).
In uveal effusion: Gass procedure + AR for goniosynechiae (if appeared).
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In tumors: according to the type and stage.

Hs: Hypersecretion exists only as a possible component in other forms. Until now, there is no pure form of Hs G. It was included in the scheme to cover a possible mechanism.
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TRAG:

neurostimulant medication or procedures.

MG (the name of the form is thus created: “MG” (mixed G) + number of mechanisms + mechanisms initials listed in order of appearance: this order offers therapeutic indication.
MG2 P-Tr (like in neglected attack of PG) = GSL or (better) AR, as T may be functional beneath pupillary block. In case of failures: Tr surgery.
On the contrary, in MG2 Tr-P (a certified TrG + an acute attack of PG, neglected 5-30 days)= Tr surgery from the beginning, as T is certainly affected.
MG2 Tr-TRA (a certified TrG that progresses too fast, compared with IOP level) = Emergency Tr surgery.
On the contrary, in MG2 Tr-TRI (a certified TG, stationary at 23-26 mmHg, and sistemic risks)= armed expectation with medication and frequent controls.
MG3 Tr-TRA-P (a certified TrG that progressed too fast, and in the end developed an attack of PG)= Emergency Tr surgery ± AR for goniosynechiae.
MG4 TRA-Tr-E-P (a “low pressure G” progressing at 18 mmHg, shows IOP around 22 mmHg, suffers a severe alkali burn, develops traumatic cataract and
phakomorphic secondary PG).
In all these forms, the name indicates the attitude: “P” imposes emergency; “TRA” imposes lower target pressures and relative emergency, while “TRI” allows armed expectancy.
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From the moment when the ophthalmologist hears or reads the diagnostic, he/she will know what must be done.

Fig 1: The pathogenic classification of glaucoma and its direct therapeutic references. Each crossing separates one group (further detailed) and one form.
Glaucoma (G) may have known (K), or unknown (U) pathogeny. The known pathogeny may be simple (Si) or complex, mixed (M). The simple pathogeny G may be by pressure aggression (PA),
or by tissue resistance alteration (TRA). The PAG may be by block (B) or hypersecretion (Hs). The Block G (BG) may be exogenous (EG), trabecular (TrG), and pretrabecular (PTrG). After the
action site of pretrabecular block, the PTrG may be pupillary (PG), angular (AG), and posterior push (PpG). Final pathogenic forms: EG; TrG; PG; AG; PpG; (Hs component); TRAG; MG.
Other abbreviations: AC: anterior chamber; Ad/Pn: Adult/Perinatal; AR: Angle Repermeation; BM: Barkan's membrane; CP: canaloplasty; D: debit; F: aqueous outflow; GSL: goniosynechia
lysis; Gt: goniotomy; I: irreversible; IVPM: iris vicious position memory; Md: misdirection; NDS: nonperforant deep sclerectomy; NVG org: organic neovascular G (retinal ischemia caused by
vascular pathology); NVG fct: functional neovascular G (retinal ischemia caused by the compression of normal vessels by durably high levels of IOP); PC: posterior chamber; P: primary; Pl Ir:
plateau iris; R: reversible; S: secondary; SLT: selective laser trabeculoplasty; T: trabeculum; Tr: trabecular; Te: trabeculectomy; Tt: trabeculotomy; TRI: tissue resistance increase; T-S: trabeculoschlemmal; T-S A: trabeculo-schlemmal agenesy; VD: visco-dilation.

